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This paper is devoted to an examination of convergence properties of a class of Runge-Kutta
Chebyshev (RKC) sclu:mes. These schemes have been designed by van der Houwen and Som
meijer (1980) for the explicit time integration of stiff systems of ODEs, 

U(t)= F(t,U(t)), O<t<T, U(O) given, (1.1) 

which originate from spatial discretization of parabolic partial dllferential equations (Method of 
Lines). For the time being. it is not necessary to define a particular class of parabolic problems 
or to specify the space discretization technique. The only resl.rictions for application of the 
RKC schemes are (i) The eigenvalue spectrum of the Jacobian matrix 0F(t, U)laU should lie in 
a narrow strip along the negative axis of the complex plane, and (ii) The Jacobian matrix 
should 'not deviate too much from a normal matrix'. These two conditions trivially hold if 
<JF(t, U)tau is symmetric and negative definite, properties frequently encountered when discre
titing elliptic operators. 

The RK.C method is a typical example of an explicit, stabilized RK method The method has 
been designed such that it poSSCS§CS an extended real stability Interval. Its real stability boun
dary fJ is in fact proportional to s2, s being the number of stages, while its main characteristic is 
that s can be taken arbitrarily large. This is made possible by an intelligent use of Chebyshev 
polynomials, thus explaining the name of the method. The possibility of using arbitrarily large 
values for sis of practical relevance due to the fact that the effective real stability boundary /Jls 
linearly increases with s. Hence, in applications it is possible and l\(ivantageous to choose the 
stepsi:z.e on the basis of accuracy and to adjust s to meet the demand of (linear} stability 

Van der Houwen and Sommeije:r (1980) have developed a 1-st and 2-nd order RKC scheme. 
In this paper we examine both these schemes (the coefficients of our 2-nd order schemes slightly 
dift'e:r; they have been taken from Sommeijer and Verwer (198-0)). While these schemes have 
been developed along the lines of the classical ODE theory, the purpose of the present examina
tion is to analyse their fall convergence properties. Full convergeru:e means convergence of the 
fully discrete solution with respect to the aolution of the PDE upon simultaneous refinement of 
the space-time mesh. For linear PDE problems, whose semi-discretiz.ations take the form 

U(t)= MU(t) + g(1). O<t ..;r, U(O) given, (1.2) 

with M a ;iymmetric, constant coefllcient matrix possessing non-po.sitive eigenvalues, we prove 
convergence under the sole condition that the necessary fune..step restriction Ta(M)<./J is 
satisfied, where a(M) is the spectral radius of M. Of interest is that the derived error bounds are 
independent of a(M) and valid for arbitrarily large s, the number of stage.s, thus showing that in 
applications the best strategy is to have the size of ~ detennined by the desired accuracy level 
and s by the stability demand. It is stipulated that this result is quite uncommon for an explicit 
method. We owe this to the favourable internal stability propeny of the RKC method. Internal 
stability has to do with the propagation of errors over the stages within one single integration 
step. 
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The 0011vcrgence anaJym presented in this paper is akin to the analysis of Sam.-Sema, V erwer 
and Hundsdorfcr (1987) and Hundsdorfcr and Verwcr (1989) which, in tum, was inspired by 
the B-convcrgence analysis from the stift' ODE field (see Dclier and Verwer (1984), Ch. 7). The 
present paper is a condensed version of {13}. 

2. DllllCRlP'JlON OP Tiii! Ml!'llJOD 

For the ODE system (I.I), the RK.C fonnula considered here is ol the form (6, 121 

Yo= u., 
Y1 = Yo+ ii.11'Fo. 

Yj=p/fi-1 +111Y1-2+(I-11rv1)Yo+/¥l'}-1 +.Y11'Fo (2<.J<s), (2.l) 

U•+I = Y,, n =0,1,. • ., 

where F1 = F(t• +cr. lj); U,. represents the approxixnation to the exact solution U of (l.l) at 
time 1=1. and ... =t.+1-t,. is the stepsizc. Throughout it is assumed that the increment 

patUDeters c1 arc ddlned by the integration coefficients P.1>"1•ii.1 and YJ in the following way, 

Co =0, C1 =ji.h 

c1=111c;-1 +11;c1-2+P.1+.Y1 (2~<.s). 

Thtn, if we bring Yi in the standard R.K form 

J-• 
lj = u. + T" l: 4j1F(t. +err, Yi) (O«.J<.s), 

'"'o 

(2..2) 

where the coefllcients aJI arc expressions in /iJ•"J•PJ• r1, jt is readily seen that the usual condition. 

J-1 
CJ= l: Djl 

, ... a 

is gatistled. Hcace, (2.1) is an explicit, s-.rt~ RK method and lj is an intermediate approxima
tion at the intermecliatc paint t ==r. +c1""· t>ue to the specific recursive nature of the method, as 
shown in the formula dell.oi.n~ formula (21) is more ronveaient to work with than. the aJl!l· 

IDOl'.I RK fonnula. The rati bcb.ind the specific form (2.1) is that this fom. is easily 
idenlifted with stable three-term Chcbyshev ~ons. This will become clear later on. Note 
that i:mspccti.ve the number of stages, the number of required storage arrays is maximal 6. 

Let us delCl'Dlinc the consistency conditions (in the classical ODE sense) for order I and 2. 
Suppose u. = U(t.), where U(t),t>t. is a sufficiently smooth solution ol (1.1). By definition of 

c1 it then holds that all 'Yj sadsfy an expansion 

Y1 == U(t.) + cp U(t.) + Xj -?- u<2>(t.) + o(.,3), (l.3) 

where, similar as c1, Xj is determined by the integration cocllicients. Substitution ot this citpres

sion into (2.1) gives 

Xo = X1=:0, Xi = P.1Xi-1 + P1X1-2 + ii1c1-1 (2<.j<.s). 

We conclude that the RlC.C method is consistent of order 1 if 

c.,::: 1, (2.5) 

and note that the j-th stage formula is consistent ot order I at t =t4 +er. 



It foB~ frorp (2.3) that each stage formula is COllSistent of order 2 at t=tn +cp, tor 
2<j<6, if X1=2cJ. Jn terms Of CJ this gives 

cl= :2il-ic:, ~ ="'3c! +2ji3cl, (2.6) 

cJ=/lJcJ-1 +•JcJ-l +2~JCJ-I (4<j<.r). 

As pointed out in [121 it is possible to sati!fy this condition in a satisfaotoxy way for all 
l<j<s. We here adopt this condition and hence the 2-nd order scheme derived below has all 
its stages CODSistent of order 2 at the intermediate slcp points 1 ='•+CJ", except the first one. 
'Ib&I original 2-nd order scheme from (6] is only consistent of order 2 at the main step points. 

For future reference, it is stipulated that the derivatioo of the CWTellt consistency conditions 
follows the lines of the classical numerical ODE theory [3,S], as it is based on eqianding F
tenns. Thia means that it is tacitly assumed here that F satisfies a lipschitz condition so that 
'l'llFll = 0('1'). For still' problems 1his is unduly restrictive and particularly so for semi-discrete 
parabolic equations for which llFll->oo upon grid refinement. In Section 4 we will r~ 
the consistency properties of the RK.C scheme. The derivation presented there is inspired by the 
B-convergence theory for still' ODEs, the central theme ()f which is the derivation of error 
bounds which do not depend on the stiffness of the problem (see [21 Ch. 7 and {8,9,10]). 

Finally, a natural condition ia that all (intcnncdiate) step points lie within the step interval 

[IN•'• + 1 l and increase monotonically with j: 

O=co<c1<c1< · · · <c,-1<c,=l. (27) 

It will turn out this condition is satisJl.ed for the two sell:ctod schemes. 

We proc:ecd with the a/ability .fumtton. Bccawic the RX.C method is an .r-11tage, explicit RK. 
method, applic;ation to the scalar test equation U(t)='AU(t) leads to the lillear, one-step recur
sion 

UN+ 1 = P,(z)U., z = .,;.., (2.8) 

where the stability fanction P, :C-+ C is a polynomial ol degree s. P, itself is also defined recu
sivcly as follows: 

Po(z)= I, P1(z) = l+;.&1z, {2.9) 

P1(z) = (1-l'rPJ) + y1z+(li1+ji.1z)P1- 1(z) + ,1P1- 2(z) (2€.J<~). 

In fact, all polynomials P1 arc of degree j and satisfy 

Y.J = P1(z)U. (O<j<s). (2.10) 

'Iborcfo1e we will also call th4:0 intermediate polynomials P1 stability functions, but note that 
they play no role in the step-by-step stability like P, . 

.According to (2.3), each stability function P1(z) approximates the expcnential e°J' for z-+O as 

Pj(z) = l +c1z + Xjz2 + O(z3). (2.11) 

Hence, each P1 is consistent of order I (with the expott"1llial e '1') and collldstent of order 2 if, 
in addition, Xj = cJ 12. Substitution of this expansion into (2.9) and equating powe;s '!- z. then 
reveals relations (2.2.) and condition (2.6). Hence, if we select the coelllcienta l'J•~J./lJ('IJ in the 
recursion (2.9) such that P1 is of order 1 or 2 in the sense of (2.11), then the 1-st or 2-nd Older 
conditioru associated 1o expansion (2.3) are automatically aatisfied. This is vrsry conv~t since 
it enables us to concentrate entirely on the choice of the stability functions. 
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The choice of the stability functions P1 is the central is.sue in the dcwelopmeat of the R.KC 
Dll:lhod. 1his choice underlies two design rules: 
(l) The coefticicnts /lJ••J•PJ•~J in the recursion (2.9) are chosen such that the real stability boun
dary 

P{.r).,. max{-z:z<O, fP,{z)i< l} (2.12) 

of the genWM stability fwlc:tion P, is as laige as possible, so as to obtain good stability proper
ties for parabolic equatiom. This requirement leads to lhe CMbyshn polynomlal of die :/il'lt kJnJ 

T,(x)=co(.f arc.cos x), -1 <.x<l, 

10 which we owe the qoadn.W: increase of /J{s) with s (WD det Houwen (lm), p. 89). For 
ewnple. within the class of I-at order comistent polynomials, the shifted Chebyshev polyno. 
mW 

P,(z) = T,(1+-T), -/J(,l)<z<;O, 
s 

(2.13) 

yields the largeat possible value for /J{1). viz.., /J(s) = 211• 0 

(II) The aeoond design IUle has to do with the desirability of applying the method with an arbi.· 

traiy number of stageS which means that, giwn a, all coefficienta l'F'J•iiJ• YJ must lie known in 
analytic form. Further, and this is most important, it should be possible to let 1 arbitrarily large 
with011t lllMR accumulation of eiron within OllO single step (intemal 11tabillty). The notion ol 
intr.rnal stability will be dUalased in Section 3. Here we mmition that both those requirements 
are fulfilled by adjusting the three-term recursion (2.9) for P1 to the known three-term rcew:sion 
of appropriately choseD shifted Chebyshev polynomials. For example, the polynomials 
Pj(z)= 2j(l +z!s2) satisfy the recursion 

Po(z)= 1, P1(z}= t+-T, P1(z)=2(1+-1-)P1-1-P1-2• j>2, (2.14) 
I S 

and adjusting (2.9) gives 

Pt = l!s2, /l1=2, P.1=2!12, "1=-l, .Y1=0 (2<j<s). 

Note that jPj(z)l<l for all j<s as long as z lies within the real stability interval (-2s2 ,0] of 
the genuine Stabili1y function P,, D 

Having outlined these two design rules, we are now ready to specify the stability functiOJIS P; 
with the associated eocfl!cient sets for the 1-s\ and 2-nd order RK.C sbhemes examined in this 
paper. They all fit in the general form 

P1(z) "'DJ+ b1 1j(wo + w1z). o~..;s, (2.15) 

where the parameters a~,bJ• wo and w r have been chosen in accordance with the design roles (I} 
and {II). Before specifying thtm, there is one paint left that should be mentioned (to save space 
we must refer to [S,6] for more details). This point concerns the parameter w0• Consider the 
polynomial (2.13) where wo=I. This polynomlal alternates between+ l and -1, Le., IP,(z)I"' I 
at s +I points z el -p,oi It is desirable to introduce some damping in P,, i.e., to let P, alter
nate between values !!::! I-• and <=:!-I+< for all : e(-,8,0) (with the exception of a small nag. 
bourhood of z :O), where < is a small positive number. The damping is obtained by choosing 
wo = wo(<), called the damping parameter, slightly larger than I. By introducing this damping in 
the stability function, we achieve that the stability region becomes a long, narrow strip around 
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the negative axis of the complex plane. On the other hand, the real stability boundary slightly 

decreases [5]. There is pra-0tical evidence that with damping the RK.C method be«>mes more 

robust for nonlinear problems. 

The 1-st order case: RKCl [6] 

- - -1 - _!_ - T,(wo) 
a1-0, b1-T1 (wo), wo-1+ 2 , w1- 1:'( ) (0<.j<.s). 

S • Wo 

(2.16) 

It can be shown that with this choice of parameters 

/Jf.s) !:>!. (wo + l)T,'(wo) ~ (2-.!t)s2 for c-+0. 
T,(wo) 3 

A suitable values for (is 0.05. Since r;1(w0)e:: 1-c, this yields about 5% damping with ouly a 

very little decrease in /3(,s), {JV) ""! I.90s2. Note that with E=O we recover the polynomials 
(2.14). Adjusting recursion (2.9) to the current choice for P1 completely defines the general 1-st 

order scheme (2.1): 

• Wt 

l'l =Wo. 

P1= 2wo _!!J_' 
b1-1 

ii1== 2w1 -/1--, 
~-· 

.Y1=o (2<j<.s). 

Note that each value of s defines a different oocflicient set. Also note that l'J + "J = 1 and that 

the increment parameters 

_ T,(wo) T/(wo) ~ .2 2 

cl- T,'(wo) 7j(wo) - 1 Is 

satisfy condition (2.7). For more details we refer to [5,6]. 

The 2-nd order case: RK.C2 [6,12] 

ao == l-bo, a,= 1-biwo, bo = b1 = bz. 

For this choice of parameters one can prove that 

Q{ ) e:: (wo + l)T,''(wo) ~ 2:.( 2 -lXl- z ) for t~O. 
M.s T,'(wo) - 3 s f,'"< ~ 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

A suitable value fore is 2/13. This gives about 5% damping (a,+b,c=l-~) with a reduction 

in /Jf.s) of about 2%. The current choice of stability polynomials covel'll roughly 80% of the 

optimal real stability interval for 2-nd order consistent polynomials (van der Houwen (1982)). 

Adjusting again recursion (2.9), completely defines the general 2-nd order scheme (2.1 ): 

(2.20) 
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ii1= 2w1 ~bb , 11= -(l-b1-11J-1(wo)) ii1 (2~<.s). 
:1-1 

'The increment parameters are 

c = _c_2_ ~ ..:!. c = T.,'(wo) 7j"(wo) ""' ;2-1 
1 T2'(wn) - 4 ' 'l 7'.r"(wo) 7j'(wo) 92_1 (l<j<.s) (2.2l) 

and thus satisfy conditions (2. 7). For more details, see {5,6]. 

3. CoNvml.GBNCI! ANALYSTS: INTl!RNAL STAll!LtI'Y. 

The remainder of !he paper is devoted to the full convergence malysis of !he schemes defined 
by the coefficient sets (2.17), {2.20) when applied to the linear problem class {1.2). Hence, it is 

supposed that the m X m comtant coefficient matrix M is symmetric and possesses nmpontiYe 
eigema/ues A(M). This covers many linear parabolic problems with timtrindcpendent 
coetllclents in the elliptic operator. W c stipulate that the RK.C mclhod is very wall applicable 
to """1/near parabolic problems, provided the spectrum of the Jacobian F'(t, U) is located in a 
long. narrow strip around the negative 8llis of !he C0111plox plane and F'{t, U) does not 'deviate 
too much from a normal matrix'. A nonlincar analysis of the RKC method is likely to become 
very complicated, if feasible at all. Our convttgeru:c analysis for the linear problem gives alao 
insight in handling nonlincar problems. . 

Throughout, IHI denotes the common {appropriately weighted) &clidean norot in R"', or the 
associated spectral matrix norm. Recall that, since M is 110l11181, llMll = o(M), o being the spcci

tral radius. Further, for a11.y polynomial P(z), the spectrum of the matrix polynomial P(,,-M) is 
the set of values P(,,-"A), where,.,. nms through the spccttum of ,,-M; P(TM) is alao nomW. and 

llP(TM)U = o(P(TM)) = max jP(TA)j. 
·>. 

By assumption on M, 

-ftl(M) < .,.A(_M) < max (TA(M)) < 0. 

Hence, if we seJcct the stepsizc,. and the number of stagea s &Uc.h that the .rtabiBty condition 
TO(M)</3 is satisfied, thm llP,(.,.M)ll < 1 for the genuine stability function P, of the scllemc 
Ullder CODSidm"ali.on. 

In the analysis of the RKC scheme (2.1), the notion of intemal stability plays an lmportallt 
role. Internal stability is investigated with the ~rturbed 3cheme 

Yo= il •• 
Yi= Yo +ii1.,.Fo +r1o 

i'j == 111i'J.-1 + "J iiJ-2 + (l-J.1r"1)Yo+ii1.,.i1-1 + .Y1.,..Fo + r1 (2<j<s), (3.1) 

if.+1 = Y,, n =O,l,_, 

where now 

F/'=.Fj(t,.+cJ'", ij)= MYj + g(t.+cp) (3.2) 

and r1 represents a perturbation introduced at stage j (o.g. round oll). Lilcewise, if,, represenu .. 
perturbation of u •. 

Let 

(3.3) 
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represent the errors introduced by these perturbations. Note that, by delilli.tio11, do =e. and 
e.+ 1 = d,. If we subtract the non-perturbed scheme (2.1) from (3.1 ), we get the e"or scheme 

do= e., 

di= do+ jJ.11Mdo + ri, 
di= 1J;d1-1 + l'A-2 + (l-µ1-11iJdo +jJ.pMd1- 1 + :Y1-rMd0 + r1 (2..:j..:s),(3.4) 

en+I =d,, n=0,1, .... 

Due to the> linearity, a1 can be written as 

d_J = P1(-rM)e. + ± Qjk(TM)i-k (1 <;j<.s), {3.5) 
k~I 

where P1 are the previously introduced stability functions (et. (2.10)) and Q;k are new polyno
mials of degree j - k. Of importance is that these new polynomials determine the propagation 
of all internal perturbations over the stages within one single integration step. We therefore call 
them inttmttl stability juncrions. In particular, together with the stability function P,, the inter
nal stability functions Q..1, .•• , Q.o. occuning in the final stage error formula 

e.+ I = P,(TM)en + ± Q..1c(TM)rk, 
k='I 

(3.6) 

determine the error en+ 1 of u. + 1• In order to avoid large contributions Q.o.(TMyic. the polyno
mials Q,k(z) should mimic, in some sense, the behaviour of the stability function P,(z) for all 
z= TA(M)e[-ro(M),0]. This is particularly important in applications where both the number 
of stages s and the spectral radius 'l'O(M) are large. 

One can show that [l 3] 

(3.7) 

where S1(x) is the i-th degree Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind (in literature usually 
denote>d by U1(x) [ID. The error scheme (3.6), then reads 

' ~ -tn +I= P,(,,-M)e. + k b S,-k(woI +w1>rM)r,1;. (3.8) 
k=I k 

1hls error scheme gives a complete description of the stability of the RKC schemes under 
examination. To proceed with it, we briefly recall a few properties of the =nd kind Cher 
byshev polynomial [l). As opposed to 7/(x), S1(x) is not bounded by ±l for -Jo;;xc;;l. There 
holds S1(±1)= (±IY(I + 1) and i +I is also the maximal value for -I<x<l. On the greater 
part of this interval, Si(;r.) alternates between (approximately) +I and -1. The slope of S1(x) 
near x =I is also larger than that of T1(x). There holds Si'(l)=I(/ + l)(i +2)/3. 

The following theorem is proved in [13]: 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose rhar T and s are such that Jhe stability rime-step restriclion 'f'a(M)o;;fJ is 
sa1i$fied. Then rhe following error bound is valid, 

llen+1ll.;;lle.ll + C ± (s-k+l)llrklJ o;;IJenll +fs(s+l)C max llrkll. (3.9) 
k=l k 

where C Is II constant of moderate size Independent of M,.,. and s. 0 
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This rewlt shows that within one full RKC step the accumulation of internal perturbations, 
such as round-oft' errors, is independent of IM sp«lnlm of M as long as TO(,M)</J. As far as 
rOWlding errors arc concerned, the quadratic increa.re with the number of stagtl& renders no prob
lem. For example, if /1 = 1000, which for a serious application is of course a hypothetical value, 
the local perturbation is at most - 1116 max 117111. U the machine precision of the computer is 
about 14 digits, a COIDJllOll value, this local perturbation still leaves 8 digi.t& for accuracy whic:h 
for PD& is more than enough. 

Vm dcr Houwcn 1111d Sommeijcr {1980) also discuss two dill'erent stabilix.ed, explicit R.K 
methods. These two methods possess the same stability function P, as the R.KC method, but 
show a very strong. speclil1m dependent accumulation of internal perturbations (sec their 
o:wnerical experiment). They also conclude that for the RK.C scheme the accwnulation of inter
nal perturbations is negligible and ah!:!<>st independent of 4. Their conclusioll is not quite con:cct 

since it is based on the asswnption that this accumulation is governed by the stability functionl 
P1, ra.ther than by the intemal. stability functions QJk• See [13] for a numerical illustration. 

4. CoNVEllGENCB .ANALYSJS: Tl!E LOCAL Dl!l'l!CTS 

We continue the convc:rgcacc analysis with the computation of the local defects which arise if 
m exact PDE solution is inserted in the Rungo-Kutta schCDle. Consider the semi-d.isa:ete PDE 
problem [9, 8, 10] 

ii1 (r) = F(t,11/t(t)) + a~(r), O<t<T, u.(O) given, (4.l) 

that is associated to the ODE system (I. l). Hence., u,.(t) represents an exact PDE JO/ution res
tricted to some space grid parametrized by h, and <XA(t} is the local space truncotillfl error that 
originates from replacing the original PDE problem by its exact, semi-discrete counterpart (4.1). 
The derivation of the local defects applies to any initial-boundary value problem whose semi

discretization can be put in the generic form ( 4.1). In partiClllu, in this section F is allowed to 
be nonlln_. and mc:rciy smoothness assumptions on rq,(t) will be made (cf. the B-convcrgmwe 
theory). 

In the previous section we have introduced tho pemu:bed scheme (3.1} for examining tl;)c 
internal propagation of local, arbitrary perturbations r1. U we set in the perturbed~ Y.J 
equal to t11(tn +9"?· then the r1 represent :residual (local) disc.retization errors, which will be 
called the local "'1fi.c1s. These defects will be dcno~ by r1 in order 10 distinguish them from 

the general r1. The local defects are thus de.lined by 

rq,(t. +c1'T} = 114(t.) + P1.,.F(t,.,un(t,,)) + ri. 

11,\(tn +err>= p.1u,,(t. +c1- 1.,.) + 'J"li(t. +c1-2.,.) + (I-p1-v1)u,.(t.}+ (4.2) 

+ ;i. 1 .,.F(t.+~J-1''"· Slk(t. +c1-1.,.)) + :;1.,.F(t,.,un(t.}) + r1 (l<j<s). 

LetpeN and assume u,.cc.1'+ 1{0,T]. From (4.1) and the Taylor series expansion of u.,U,, at the 

intermediaie step point t,. +CJ-I'" it follows that 

r1=-rB1;ili.(t,.+c1-1.,.) + · · · + .,Pa,1ufr>cr.+c1- 1,.) +.,.v+ip1 + (4.3) 

+ 1'ji.Jah(l.+c1-1"') + .,YJ1111t(t.) (2<.J<s), 

where lhe coeBl.cicnts 8'lf and remainder term PJ are given by 

91/= (c1-c1-1) - 111(c1-2-c1-1) + (1-p.J-vJ)cJ-l - ji.J- .Y;. 

8qj= :, (c1-c1-11- ;! 111(c1-2 -c1-1Jl - ; 1 (l-111-111X-c1-1>9 - (4.4) 
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1 • ( w-1 
(q-l)IYJ -c1-1r (2<q<p), 

I I 
PJ= (p + l)l (c1-c1-1Y+lu1f+O(*)- (p + l)l vJ<c1-2-c1-1>"+lui+l)(*)-

(p ~ 1)1 (l-µr111X-c1-1Y+1u1f+t)<•J- P\ r1(-c1-1Yur+1>(•). 

In the remainder term, ulf +l) is evaluated in various points in (t.,tn+I)· The formulas (4.3), 

(4.4) also hold for j=l if we setµ1 = l,co=c-1 =O and "I =.Yi =O. 
The CQCfficients 811• 821 can be written in a more convenient fonn. We have 

Bv=c;-P.JCJ-1-lljCj-2 -'il1-Y1· (4.S) 

Relationa (2.2) then imply that 1111=0 (l<j<s) and thus Uu: contribution of lho temporal e"on 
to all defects r1 is always 0( -rZ). Funhennore, by inserting the expression for :y1 that follows 
from (2.2) into ( 4.4), we get 

B:z1=f<cJ-,1ycJ-1 -p1cJ-2)-jl1c1-1 (l<J<s). (4.6) 

For the sccond order scheme, the conditions (2.6) then imply 

B:zJ= 0 (4<]<..i), B:z1 = fcf, 6n = -+1£2cf, B:z3 =-f1>3cf. (4.7) 

In the next section these results will be used to prove convergence. Formula ( 4.3) will be 

applied with p = 1,2 for the 1-st and 2-nd order schemes, rcspecti.vely. For the c:onvergcm:e 
analysis an upper bound for tlu! remainder terms P; is needed For the sake of simplicity, such a 
bound has been derived in [13] for the undampcd schcmcs (<=O). Forp = 1 (RKCl) there holds 

llPjll < 43-l max llul,'1l(t)ll (l<j<s). (4.8) 
1,.~tctt.+1 

while for p =2 (RKC2) 

llPjll < Cr-2 max iluk'l(t)ll (l<j<s), 
1,,<l<l,.+1 

(4.9) 

where C>O is a constant independent of s. 

Of interest is to observe that the two bounds (4.8) and (4.9) arc proportional to s-2 • This 
meam that at each stage the remaintkr tmn contained in the defect (4.3) diminishes with s - 2 

for increasing s. This is also true for the spatial error part in ( 43), I.e., 

ll~1ai.(t.+c1-11') + :Y1aA(t11)ll < c.r-2 max lla,,{t)ll, (4.10) 
"'<1<1.+1 

since the coelllcients µ1, YJ arc bounded by ca-2 with C>O a constant independent of s and J. 
We have strong numericill evidence that these results arc also valid in case of damping (l>O). 

However, the derivation of the bounds (4.8), (4.9) then becomes rather techni.cal and lengthy, 
while no more insight is obtained. 

S. CoNVEB.GENCB ANALYSJS: A BOV!ID POii. THE l'UU GLOBAL llll01l 

The results of the two previous sections arc now combined so as to derive a bound for the full 
global error. Hence we again consider the linear pl'Oblem class (1.2) (et. Section 3) and, for sim
plicity, restrict ourselves to the undamped schemes (cf. Section 4). In our analysis, Uu: lime step ,. 
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and the grid distances in space, parametrized by h, are allowed to tend to zero simultaneously 
and independently of each other. Usually, convergence for explicit methods applied to parabolic 
equations rcq~ a stepsize restriction m(M)< const., o<.M)~h- 1 , due to stability. With the 
RK.C schemes ro(M} is allowed to become m:bitrarily large, stability being acbicved by taking s 
sufficiently large. This advantage over standard explicit methods is fully justified by our uneondi
tlonal cmivergence analysis where the assumption 'l'a(M)<./3 is to be interpreted as a condition 
on s, rather than as a restriction on "· 

Let en ==u11(tn)- u. be the fall global error. For these errors we have (c!. (3.6) or (3.8)) the 
recursion 

I 

en+I =P,(Z)e. + l: Q..t(Z)rk, 
l<•l 

(S.l) 

where Z='f'M and the vectors "k are the local defects due. to dlscretization. Upper bounds for 
lien II will be derived by elaborating this recursion with tM help of our estimates of the local 
defects and our results on internal stability. 

In the following. C will denote a positive constant independent of .,,M and s, not necessarily 
always with the same value. 

The RK.Cl methstJi=O). Consider IM method defined by (2.16}(2.18) with ~=O. This methoc1 
was constructed ih&t the temporal ODE order is one. With temporal ODE order we mean 
the order obtained from an analysis where the dimen&ion of the problem, and thus the space 
grid, is fixed. We will show that we have also temporal. order one for any value of o(M) and s, 
hence for any spaWil grid refinement, provided '"'(M)...-.p. 

Suppose u,, eC2[0,T]. From the rmdts of Section 4 (see (4.8), (4.10)) it c:fuectly follows that 
there is a C>O such that 

ll"kllc; Cn'-l (.,. max llu!,l>(t)ll + max lla,,(t)H) {lc;k<s). (S.2) 
1.c;t<t.+1 t.<1<1.+1 

Using Theorem 3.1, we then immediately obtain the following bOUDd for the global errors; 

THBolll!M: 5.1. Assume ll) eC2[0, T] .and 'ltl(M)<,8. Let Uo =UJ.(O). Then the global errors of the 
'Ulldamped RKCl scheme .satufY 

llentl < C('f' IJlllX lfrQl(t)ll + max il"h(t)ll) (n=l,2, ... ;n'f'<T) 
O"'tc;T O<t<T 

with a c011Stant C>O independent of <r,M and s. D 

The RK.C2 me~~ Consider the method defined by (2.19}{2.2.l) with ~=O. This method 
was constructed t the temporal ODE order is two. The following theotelll presents an 
error bomld which proves that RK.C2 has 'almost' order 2 in time for any value of a(M) and .r, 
provided TO(_M}</J (the proof is somewhat lengthy and therefore omitted; sec [13D. 

TmloUM 5.2. A.uiime uA eC3[0, T] and 'to(M}<{J. Let Uo = u,,(0'). 111en the global error.r of 
tire undamped RKC2 scheme satisfY 

llenll ""C(s-3.,. max llu~l(t)ll +.,:i. max llu~>(t)ll + max llatn(t)ll) 
O<t .. T O<t<T o .. , .. r 

(for n ==1,2, •.. ;11.,.<T) wllh a constanl C>O independent ofr,M and.r. 0 
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Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 prove convergence of RKCl and RK.C2, respectively, irrespective the 

size of s or 'NJ(M). The analysis also shows that the use of many stages within one single step 

does not adversely affect the accuracy. The temporal error is merely determined by r and the 

smoothness of uh as a function of t. The spatial error is merely determined by the size of the 
local space UUncation error, the COllllilOn situation. Theorem S.2 shows that RKC2 is of 

'almost' temporal order 2 and that with s large order 2 will be observed. Theorem 5.2 does not 

reveal the classical ordec 2 for fixed M (fixed space grid) and s. However, this property can be 
proved with the above analysis (see [13]). 

6. NUl&mUCAI. EXAMPLE 

We considec Fisher's equation 

u1 = Uxx + u2(1-u), O<x,t<;l, (6.1) 

with the exact solution u(x,t)= {I+ exp(v(x -vl)))- 1, v =Mv'2. We use this equation to illus

trate the convergence beb.aviour in a non-model situation (A 20.exa.mple is presented in [13D. 

The second derivative is approximated with 2-nd order central differences on a uniform grid 

with gridsize h. The schemes are applied with dampin.g. Fox RK.Cl the damping parameter 
£=0.-05 (see (2.16)) and for R.KC2 c=2/ 13 (see (2.19)). In the experiment we let r=h decrease 

and s is chosen to satisfy the stability condition ra<.P{s ), while s is taken as small as possible. 
We put t:r=4h - 2 +4 and 

s= l+ entier [(l+~tl.90)1l] for RK.Cl, 

s= 1 + cntier [(I +,,.o/0.65)1l] for RKC2. (6.2) 

The number 4 in the expression for the spectral radius 11 serves as a (conservative) upperbound 
for the derivative of the inhomogeneous term in (6.1). Note that we selects slightly larger than 

necessary to satisfy the condition -ra.,;;.P(s ). 

Table 6.1 lists maximum errors at t =I for a sequence of ,,.=h values. As expected, RKCI 

converges with ordec I and RK.C2 with order 2. We owe the high level of accuracy to the high 
degree of smoothness of u. 

RKCI RKC2 
fr=h)-I s error s error 

5 4 .63 10-4 6 .15 10-• 

10 5 .26 10-4 8 .25 10-5 

20 7 .13 10-4 12 .54 10-6 

40 10 .44 10-5 16 .15 10-6 

80 14 .21 10-5 23 .33 10-1 

160 19 .99 10-6 32 .77 10-8 

320 26 .48 10-6 45 .19 10-8 

TABLE 6.1 Convergence test on Fisher's equation 
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